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Abstract 
For any set SE R”, let x(S) denote its Euler characteristic. In this paper, we show that any 
algebraic computation tree or fixed-degree algebraic decision tree must have height 
n( log1 x(S)1 - cn) for deciding the membership question of a compact semi-algebraic set S. This 
extends a result in Bjiimer et al. (1992), where it was shown that any linear decision tree for 
deciding the membership question of a closed polyhedron S must have height greater than or 
equal to log3MS)l. 
1. Intruduction 
Many problems in geometry and combinatorial optimization can be viewed as 
solving membership problems for sets SE RN: given an input Z = (X1, x2, . . . , x,) E R”, 
decide whether jl ES. For example, element distinctness, the problem of deciding 
whether n real numbers are all distinct, is the membership problem for S= 
{(%X2, -.* , x,) 1 Xi # Xj Vi #j}; points collinearity, the problem of deciding whether 
any three of n given points (x1, yr) (1~ i < n) lie on the same line, is the membership 
problem for S, where S c R2” is the set of all (xi, yl, . . . , x., y.) satisfying xryj + Xjyk + 
Xkyi-XjYi-Xkyj-Xiyk=O for some i<j tk; triangle inequalities problem (raised by 
Papadimitriou [20]), which is a version of the problem of finding shortest paths, is the 
membership roblem for S = {(xi,,) 1 Xi,j 2 0, xi,i + x j,k<Xi*kforall l<i,j,k<n}cR”‘. 
Two familiar complexity models for membership problems are the fixed-degree 
algebraic tree model and the algebraic computation tree model (see e.g. [22,23,1]). 
Let C,(S) and C(S) denote the complexities in the degree-d algebraic tree and the 
algebraic computation tree models. 
Much work has been done in the search for connections between the computational 
complexity of the membership problem for S and the geometric or topological 
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properties of S, from which hopefully useful ower bounds may be derived. It is known 
that, when S is a convex polytope, Q(log@JS))) tests are needed in the linear decision 
tree model, where 4,(S) is the number of s-dimensional faces of S; the s=O case was 
proved in Morivek [ 151, and the general case was proved in Kalinova [9] and in Yao 
and Rivest [27] (also see Moravek and Puklak [16]). For any S, let Be(S) denote the 
number of connected components of S. Dobkin and Lipton [S] showed that 
sZ(log(&,(S))) tests are needed in the linear decision tree model. Using the Ole- 
inik-Petrovsky-Milnor-Thorn bound [18,19,14,24] on algebraic sets, Steele and 
Yao [22] showed that C,(S)+nlogC,,(S)>St(log(/I,,(S))) for any fixed d. Ben-Or [l] 
improved these bounds, showing that C,(S) (for fixed d) and C(S) are both at least 
n(log(fio(S))). 
Recently, Bjorner et al. [3] found another link, proving that any linear decision tree 
for deciding the membership question of a closed polyhedron S must use at least 
log,lx(S)l tests, where x(S) is the Euler characteristic of S. This result offered an 
approach for proving new lower bounds to some geometric problems. For example, it 
was used in [3] to show that fi(n log(n/k)) linear tests are needed to solve the “k-equal 
problem”-the problem of determining whether there are k identical elements out of 
n given input real numbers. 
In this paper, we show that this connection between x(S) and the computational 
complexity of S also exists for models much more general than linear decision trees 
(thus solving an open problem posed in [3]). We prove that any algebraic computa- 
tion tree or fixed-degree algebraic decision tree must have height R(log 1 x(S) I- cn) for 
deciding the membership question of any compact semi-algebraic set S. Precisely, we 
will prove that for some constants a&u, the following two theorems are true. 
Theorem A. Let d > 0 be any fixed integer. Then, for any compact semi-algebraic set 
Ss[w”, we have Cd(S)~R(log,IX(S)I)-adn. 
Theorem B. Let SE R” be a compact semi-algebraic set. Then C(S) 2 Q(logz lx(S)l) -an. 
In fact, we will derive a lower bound valid for any (compact and noncompact) 
semi-algebraic set S. We introduce a new quantity t(S), which equals x(S) when S is 
compact. Theorems A and B are immediate consequences of Theorems 6 and 7 in 
Section 5. 
We remark that there are other algebraic complexity models studied in the litera- 
ture (e.g. [13,21,23]), in addition to the fixed-degree algebraic trees and algebraic 
computation trees discussed here. 
In Section 2 we review standard definitions and some needed background material. 
In Section 3, the “modified” Euler characteristic i(S) is defined. In Section 4, proper- 
ties of f(S) are studied, which are then used in Section 5 to prove the main theorems. 
Section 6 applies the theorems to the complexity of the k-equal problem in the 
algebraic computation tree model. Section 7 discusses extensions and open problems. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We review in this section some standard facts in topology and fix the notations. The 
proof of Lemma 1 will need some additional concepts not discussed here. 
Throughout this paper, n > 0, m, r, s 2 0 denote integers. For any set SE R”, S is the 
closure of S, define 8S = S- S. (The quantity 8S is not the same as the boundary of S in 
standard point-set topology, which is defined as S-Znt(S), although they coincide 
when S is an open set. For instance, if S G R3 is the 2-dimensional disk {(x, y, 0) 1 x2 + 
y2 < 11, then 8s is the circle {(x, y, 0) 1 x2 + y2 = l}, while S-Znt(S) is the closed disk 
{(x, y, 0) 1 x2 + y2 < l}.) When S is considered as a topological space, it is understood 
that the topology is the subspace topology induced by I%“. All polynomials refer to 
polynomials with real coefficients. 
For any topological space S and integer i > 0, let pi(S) denote the ith Betti number, 
which is the rank of the ith singular homology group (over integer coefficients). The 
Euler characteristic x(S) is defined to be zip,, (- l)‘Bi(S), when the Betti numbers are 
finite and are nonzero only for a finite number of i. It is known that, if S, T are 
topological spaces homeomorphic to, respectively, the unit closed ball and the unit 
sphere in UP, then x(S)=1 and x(T)=l+(-l)“+‘. 
An algebraic set in R” is the set of points 2 E R” satisfying a finite set of polynomial 
equations. The following result is well known. 
Oleinik-Petrovsky-Mior-Thorn Bound [l&19,14,24]. Let S = {x” 1 J(n) =0, 1 <i 
< r} c 5%“. Then all the Betti numbers ofS are$nite, and xi3 ,, pi(S) < d(2d - l)“- ‘, where 
d is the maximum degree of any fi. 
As an immediate corollary, the above bound gives lx(S)1 6 d(2d - l)“- ‘. 
A set S G R” is a semi-algebraic set if S can be generated from sets of the form 
{ 2 1 f(n) > O> (with f being polynomials in IV) through complementation, finite union 
and finite intersection. It is well known that S is a semi-algebraic if and only if there 
exist a finite number of polynomials fii, gij on I%” such that S = UiSi, where Si is the set 
Of all 2 E R” satisfying Jj(5?) = 0, g*j(x”) > 0 for all j. 
Clearly, the class of semi-algebraic sets in R” is closed under complementation, 
finite union, and finite intersection. It is also known that if SE IV is semi-algebraic, 
then S is semi-algebraic, and hence so is 8s. 
Let B c I%” be a semi-algebraic set, and f : B+ R” be a continuous map. We say f is 
a semi-algebraic map if the graph {(X, f(x)) 1 X EB} is a semi-algebraic set in Rn+m. It is 
known (see e.g. [7]) that the image of a semi-algebraic set under a semi-algebraic map 
must be semi-algebraic. In particular, the projection of a semi-algebraic set S on 
coordinates iI, i2 , . . . , i,, i.e. the set {(xil,xi2) .. . ,xi,) I (x1,x2, . . . ,x,)ES}, is semi-alge- 
braic. Also, the composition of two semi-algebraic maps, when defined, is again 
a semi-algebraic map. Two semi-algebraic sets are homeomorphic semi-algebraically if 
there is a homeomorphism f between them and f is a semi-algebraic map; note that 
this is an equivalence relation. More information about semi-algebraic sets can be 
found in, for example, [4,7]. 
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An open k-simplex A in R”, where 0 <k < n, is a set of the form (2 1 Z = ‘&, s idk tipi, 
ti>O, C o s isk ti = l}, where p”i are k + 1 affinely independent points in R”; we denote 
this set by [pO,~I, . . . , f&l. The dimension of the simplex, written as dim(A), is defined 
tobek.LetO<i i , 0, 1, . . . , i, <k be distinct integers, where 0 <j <k. Then the j-simplex 
CBio9bi19 *-* 9 pi,] is a face Of [ p”e, PI, . . . , pk]. Note that, if k>O, aA is the union of all its 
faces of dimensions (strictly) less than k. 
An open simplicial decomposition of set Sc_R” is a finite family H of disjoint open 
simplices uch that S = ud EH A and that H contains all faces of all members of H. We , 
list some elementary properties that will be useful later. Let H be an open simplicial 
decomposition of SE R”. Then x(S) = CdEH( - l)dim(d). Suppose H’ E H, and 
S=U*“H’ A. Then s’ is a closed set if and only if H’ is an open simplicial decomposi- 
tion of S’. See [2,6,17] for more discussions on simplices and other background 
information in topology. 
Let si,s*,..., S,,, be sets in R”. A triangulation for S1,S2, .. . ,S,,, is a pair @,h), 
where 9 = {II, 1 ct E A} is an open simplicial decomposition of the set E = UmEA~= G R” 
and h: E-4!” is a homeomorphism between E and h(E), such that the following 
is true: for any 1 <i <m, there exists a subset AisA satisfying Si = UnoArh(~J. 
The existence of triangulations are known for several classes of well-behaved sets (see 
e.g. [ 10, 11,7]). We call (9, h) a semi-algebraic triangulation if h is a semi-algebraic map; 
it implies that I@,) is semi-algebraic for each aeA. We will need the following result. 
The Triangulation Theorem (Hironaka [7]). Let S1,S2, . . . ,S,,, be a finite family of 
bounded semi-algebraic sets in R”. Then there exists a semi-algebraic triangulation for 
SI,S2,.*.,Sw 
Finally, we consider the inverse stereographic mapping q,,: R”+R”+l, given by 
(P”(XI,XZ, ***, ~“~=(~~(f-~“+~),~~(~-~“+~)~...~~”(~-_y”+~)~~”+~~,where~“+~isthe 
unique solution to the system of constraints O<Y,+~ < 1 and CI~iQ”x~(l -~“+r)~+ 
(Y”,I -2/3)2=1/9.Let.l”+,~lR”+’ denote the sphere centered at (O,O, .. . , 0,2/3) with 
radius 3. Then cp” is a homeomorphism from R” onto JR+ 1 - ((0, 0, . . . , 0, l)}. Geomet- 
rically, if we identify 2 =(x1, x2, . . . , x,) with the point (x1, x2, . . . ,x,, 0) and draw a line 
in [W”+l between it and the north pole of J,+ 1, then cp,(x”) isthe unique point where the 
line intersects J. + i. 
For any SE R”, we call q”(S) the inverse stereographic image of S. The mapping (P” is 
clearly a semi-algebraic map. Hence, if S is a semi-algebraic set in R”, then q,(S) is 
a semi-algebraic set in IW”+r. We will write cp instead of (P” when the dimension n is 
clear from the context. 
3. A modified Euler characteristic 
Let S s R” be a semi-algebraic set. We will introduce an integer-valued quantity 
f(S), which is closely related to the Euler characteristic x(S). 
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We first consider the case when S is bounded. Let (9,h) be any semi-algebraic 
triangulation for S. (By the Triangulation Theorem, such triangulations exist.) As- 
sume 9={D,la~A), and S=UaEB h(D,), where BE A. Define R(S; 9, h) to be 
CaEB( - l)dim(D=). Note that f(S; 9, h) =0 if S is the empty set. 
Lemma 1. L.et S c UP be a bounded set, homeomorphic semi-algebraically to an open 
k-simplex where 0 <k <n. Then f(S; 9, h) =( - 1)‘f or any semi-algebraic triangulation 
(9, h) for S. 
Proof. As mentioned in Section 2, the proof of this lemma involves additional 
topological concepts. See [6,25] for terminology and other background information. 
We need to prove 
C (_l)dim(W=(_l)f. 
If k =0, then IBI = 1 and Eq. (1) is clearly true. If k= 1, then {D, 1 a EB} consists of 
m open 1-simplices and m- 1 open 0-simplices for some ma 1. Again (1) is true. 
Let k > 1. For each O<j < k, let ti denote the number of ae:B with dim(D,)=j. Let 
A be some open k-simplex, and g : S+ A be a semi-algebraic homeomorphism. Then 
5 =g 0 h is a semi-algebraic homeomorphism from UaEBD. to A. Clearly, A is the 
disjoint union of ((D,), EB. 
Now, d is the disjoint union of A and aA; the latter can be regarded topologically as 
the union of a point and an open (k- l)-dimensional simplex. This suggests that we 
can try to construct a as a spherical complex in the natural way, using t,,+ 1 
O-dimensional cells, tk _ 1 + 1 (k - l)-dimensional cells, and tj j-dimensional cells, j # 0, 
k- 1. To ensure that this is possible, it is sufficient to show that, for each acB with 
j=dim(D,)>O, a(<(D,)) is the image of a continuous mapping from a (j- l)-dimen- 
sional sphere. We leave the proof of this technical result to the Appendix. 
From the theory of spherical complex, we have 
~(ii)=(t~+l)+(tk-~+l)+-l)k-l+ 1 tj’(-1)’ 
j#O,k-1 
=I+(-l)k-I+ C (_l)dWW. 
U.ZB 
(2) 
Since d is homeomorphic to a k-dimensional ball, we have x(d)= 1. Thus, (1) 
follows from (2). 0 
Tbeorem 1. Let SE R” be a bounded semi-algebraic set. Then f(S; $2, h) is independent 
of the choice of (9, h). 
Proof. Clearly, we can assume that S is not empty. Let (9, h) and @‘,h’) be two 
semi-algebraic triangulations for S. Let 9 = {D, I a E A}, 23’ = {D, 1 PIE A’), and 
S= u0r.s &D,)= UfieB’ h’@b). (3) 
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We need to show that 2(S; 2, h) = R(S; g’, h’), i.e. 
(4) 
Consider the family 4t of bounded semi-algebraic sets {h(D,) 1 a~A}u{h’(D~) 1 BEA’). 
By the Triangulation Theorem, there exists a semi-algebraic triangulation (Q”, /r”) for 
9. Let 9” = {D’y’ 1y CA”}. Then, for each LXEB, there exists Ai E A” such that 
h(D,)= &‘$:’ h”(D;‘). (5) 
Also, for each ~IEB’, there exists Ai E A” such that 
h(Di)= &,$J h”(DY). (6) 
Let UEB. Applying Lemma 1 to h(D,), we have f(h(D,); Q”, h”) = (- l)dim(Dm! Thus, 
(5) gives 
,;:,(-1) 
dim@ ;‘) = ( _ l)dim(D.)+ 
It follows that 
LB ( _ l)diNU = 1 1 (_ l)dMD ;‘t 
a.sB yeA:’ 
= ,.“XBA (- 1)di-J. (7) 
a6 :’ 
Similarly, we obtain from (6) 
fi;, (- l)dim(Db) = ,.“Fn A (- l)dim@;‘). (8) 
e :’ 
Now, from (3), (5) and (6), we have S= u0r.s uYE~; h”(Dy)= UBEB. UyeAy h”(D;‘). 
This implies that 
From (7)-(g), we obtain (4). This proves Theorem 1. 0 
Definition 1. For any bounded semi-algebraic set SE R”, let f(S) = f(S; 9, h), where 
(g,h) is any semi-algebraic triangulation for S. 
In view of Theorem 1 and the Triangulation Theorem, the above f(S) is well- 
defined. For unbounded set, we will define it to be the 12 of its inverse stereographic 
image. 
Definition 2. For any unbounded semi-algebraic set S c R”, define 2(S) to be a(@)). 
We note that, if S is any bounded semi-algebraic set, the equality R(S)=a(cp(S)) is 
also true. In fact, if (9, h) is a semi-algebraic triangulation for S, with 9 = {D, 1 a E A} 
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and S= &s h(&), then (9’, h’) is a semi-algebraic triangulation for q(S), with 
9’= (0.1 UEA), h’=q 0 h, and q(S)= U,,,h’(D,); it follows that R(S)= 
I.&( - l)di@.) =2(&S)). 
4. Properties of 2 
Theorem 2. Ifs,, Sz, . . . , S, are disjoint semi-algebraic sets in UP, then f(u 1 siBm Si) is 
equal toCl<iQ,ftsi). 
Proof. First we prove the theorem when all Si are bounded. By the Triangulation 
Theorem, there exists a semi-algebraic triangulation (9, h) for Sr, S2, . . . , S,,,. Let 
9 = { I&I a E A} and Si = UarEAt h(D,), 1 < i < m. By definition, 
2(S,) = c (- l)d’“‘D.‘. 
osAi 
Observing that all Ai are disjoint, and that 
U 
lBi<m 





u Si = c (- l)dimw. 
1biCm =UI<,di 
It follows that a(U,,i9mSi)=C14iQmR(Si). 
We now turn to the general case when some of the Si may be unbounded. As their 
inverse stereographic images Cp(Si) are disjoint bounded semi-algebraic sets, by ap- 
plyingtheresultwejustderived,weobtainIl(cp(U,,i~mSI)=Cl~i~,a(cp(Si)).Butthe 
12 of any semi-algebraic set is the same as the 2 of its inverse stereographic image. This 
proves lZ(U,Qi~mSi)=Clsi~mlZ(Si). o 
Theorem 3. If SC R” is a compact semi-algebraic set, then a(S)=x(S). 
Proof. By assumption, S is bounded. By the Triangulation Theorem, there exists 
a semi-algebraic triangulation (9, h) for S, with 9 = {D, 1 ae A} and S = UaEB h(D,). By 
definition, f(S) = CasB (- l)dim(Da). 
Let E= UaoS D,. Then S= h(E). As S is compact, E is compact and thus closed, 
which implies that {D, 1 aeB) must be an open simplicial decomposition of E. Hence 
X(E) = CaEB (- l)dim% Since S is homeomorphic to E, this means 
x(S) = CaEB (- l)dim(D=). This proves i(S) = x(S). 0 
Theorem 4. Let X E IF!” be a semi-algebraic set, and $ : X-, R’ be a semi-algebraic map. 
Then f(X)=f(S), where S=((~,I(l(~))~~~X). 
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Proof. Let (9, h) be a semi-algebraic triangulation for (P”(X), with .9 = {D, 1 a E A} and 
q,(X)= UaEB V,). Then 
-j(X) = c (- l)d’“‘D.‘. (10) 
UEB 
Let X, =(cp; ’ 0 II)(&). Then each X, is a semi-algebraic set, and (p; ’ 0 h is a semi- 
algebraic homeomorphism between X, and 0.. It is also clear that X is the disjoint 
union of X,, aeB. 
Let S, = { (Z,1,4(n)) 1 XEX,}. Then each S, is a semi-algebraic set, as S, can be written 
as Sn((Z, y”) 1 ZEX.}. Also, S is the disjoint union of S, , aEB, since X is the disjoint 
union of X,, aE B. By Theorem 2, we have 
m= c RW 
aSB 
However, each S, is homeomorphic semi-algebraically to X, and hence to D,. Thus, 
the bounded semi-algebraic set cp(S,) is homeomorphic semi-algebraically to 0.. By 
Lemma 1, a(cp(S,))=( - l)dim(Da). It follows that ~(S.)=( - l)dim(D=), and f(S)= 
CEEB( - l)dim(Dm). Comparing this equation with (lo), we obtain 2(X)=2(S). 0 
For any set Y, let vy be the characteristic function of Y, i.e., vy(y)= 1 if YE Y and 
0 otherwise. We need the following lemma, which can be regarded as an extension of 
Theorem 2. 
Lemma2. L.fztS,Sr,& ,..., S,,, be semi-algebraic sets in R”. Zf ~s=C~~~~,,,wivs~, where 
wi are real numbers, then R(S)=Clci<,,,wif(Si)* 
Proof. First we prove the lemma when all Si are bounded. By the Triangulation 
Theorem, there exists a semi-algebraic triangulation (9, h) for Sr, &, . . . , S,,,, with 
g={D,I aeA}. Let S=UaeAa,h(D,), and Si=UasAai,ah(D,), l<i<m, where 
a,, ai,oE{O, l}. Clearly, if XEh(D,), then ~&?)=a, and va,(X”)=ai,=. It follows from 
vS=Cl<i<m wivst that act=Ci<i<m wiai,a for all a EA. This leads to 
f(S) = 1 a,( - l)d’“@a’ 
IrEA 
CL” 1 $<m wiai,a(- l)dim’DE’ 
. . 
= 1 cTcm wiR(si). 
This proves the lemma when all the S’s are bounded. 
For the general case, one can apply the above conclusion to obtain a(cp(S))= 
c ,,,,,w&(~p(S~)). As f(S)=f(cp(S)) and f(Si)=R(q(Si)), this implies immediately 
lz(s)=Cl<i<, wiR(si). q 
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Theorem 5. Let S = (2 1 fi(Z) = 0, g#) < 0, 1 < i < r, 1 <j <s} E R”, where f;:, gj are poly- 
nomials. Then If(S)1 <d(2d- l)n+s+2, where d=maxi,j{deg(f;:), deg(g,), 2). 
Proof. IA S’=fp(s)ER”+‘. Then S’ is bounded and semi-algebraic. Furthermore, 
~(S’)=~(S). To prove the theorem, it suffices to prove If( <d(2d- l)n+s+2. 
We first write down the explicit constraints defining s’. For 1 <i <r, let F,(J)= 
(l-y.+~)dft(Y~/(l-y,+~),y2l(l-y,+,),...,y,l(l-y,+,)),whereS=(y,,Y2,...,y,+~); 
for l<j<s,let G~(9)=(1-~~+~)d~i(Y~/(l-~~+~)~~~l(l-~~+~)~~~~~y~l(l-~~+~))~ Let 
us further define F,+ 1(p) = Cl aidnY?+(Yn+1-22/3)2-1/9, Gs+~(Y)=~n+~--l, and 
G+,(Y)= -Y”+I. Note that all Fry Gj are polynomials of degrees no more than d. 
From the definitions of S’ and cp, it is easy to see that S’ is the set of 
P=(y,,y,, . . ..y.+lwn+’ satisfyingFi(y)=O, l<i<r+l and Gj(J)<O, l<j<s+2. 
Let W={(jj,ii)IFi(~)=O, l<i<r+l, Gj(p)+Uf=O, 1<j<s+2}~R”+“+3. Let 
b=(l, -l}s+? For each E=(s1,s2, .. . . s,+~)Eb, let W;= Wn{(jj,ii)IVj&jUj>O}. Let 
Q = Wn{ (9, ii) I VjUj ZO}. Then Q is the disjoint union of all the W,. Clearly, Q and Wz 
are semi-algebraic sets. By Theorem 2, we have 
i-t(Q+& NW. (11) 
We intend to utilize Eq. (11) to obtain the desired upper bound on I f(S)l. The plan 
is to show f(S) = f( WE) by using Theorem 4, to get an upper bound on I f(Q) ( by using 
the Oleinik-Petrovsky-Milnor-Thorn Bound, and finally to substitute these relations 
into (11). 
For each g&‘, let &(%)=(E~(-G~(~~))~‘~,E~(-G~(J))~’~, . . ..~.+~(-G,+~(jj))“~). 
Clearly, $r : s’ + R” + 2 is continuous over S’. Now note that {(j?,+r(jj))l j%S’} is the 
same as Wz, which is by definition a semi-algebraic set. Thus $r is a semi-algebraic 
map, and we can apply Theorem 4 to obtain 
Z(S)=a(w,). (12) 
We now estimate If(Q For each subset LE { 1,2, . . . , s+2}, let QL= 
Wn{(jj,ii)Iui=O ViEL}. In particular, Q @= W. By inclusion+xclusion, we have for 
the characteristic functions 
uo=C(-l)‘%Q‘. 
L 
By Lemma 2, this leads to 
f<Q>=C (- l)'='f(Q~). 
L 
Now as each QL is clearly a compact algebraic set, we have, by Theorem 3, a(QL)= 
x(QL). It follows that 
IzCQ>=c (- a)%. 
L 
(13) 
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For each L, we have from the Oleinik-Petrovsky-Milnor-Thorn Bound, 
From (13) and (14), we obtain 
(14) 
(15) 
It follows from (ll), (12) and (15) that 
la(s)1 dd(2d- l)“+s+Z, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 5. 0 
5. Algebraic decision trees 
Let SE R”. The membership problem for S is: given input 2 =(x1, x2, . . . , xJ, decide 
whether 2:~s. We consider the complexity of membership roblems in two familiar 
decision tree models (see e.g. [1,22]): the fixed-degree algebraic tree model and the 
algebraic computation tree model. In both models, an algorithm is a decision tree 
whose nodes perform certain algebraic tests, and each of whose leaves contains either 
a YES or NO answer to the membership question for the input. 
In a dth degree algebraic tree, d 2 1, each internal node performs a test of the form 
f(Z):O, where f is any polynomial of degree no more than d. In an algebraic 
computation tree, an internal node is either an arithmetic node or a branching node. 
Each arithmetic node u performs an arithmetic assignment zcz’ op z”, where the 
variable z is a programming variable created at u, the operation op E { + , - , *, /}, and 
z’,z” are either real constants, or the input variables xi, or programming variables 
created at other arithmetic nodes along the path from the root to V. Furthermore, if 
the assignment operation “op” is division “/“, then z” must not take on 0 value for any 
input leading to u. Each branching node o performs a branching test z’ : 0, where z’ is 
either an input variable xi or a programming variable created at an arithmetic node 
along the path from the root to u. Let C,(S), C(S) be the minimum height of any dth 
degree algebraic tree and that of any algebraic computation tree for solving the 
membership roblem for S. Note that C,(S) may be infinite even for semi-algebraic S. 
Let A1,d= l/(log, 3 + log,(2d - l)), &.a =(log,(2d - l))/(logz 3 + log,(2d - l)), and 
&,d=(logz d + 2 log,(2d- l)),‘(logz 3 + log,(2d - 1)). 
Theorem 6. Let S G R” be a semi-algebraic set and d 2 1. Then C#)>ll,d lo& Ii(S)l- 
&n-hi- 
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Corollary. For any semi-algebraic S, s’ E R”, cd(s)~&,dl%Z if(SnS’)i-&,dn- 
&,d-Cd@?. 
Proof. If S is either UP or the empty set, the theorem is clearly true, since R(R”)=( - 1) 
and j?(0) = 0. We can thus assume that S # R”, 8, which implies Cd(S) > 0. 
Let T be any dth degree algebraic tree which solves the membership roblem for S. 
Let m denote the height of T. We Will show m~lZl,dlog2la(S)l-lz,dn-L3,d. 
Let 9 be the set of all YES leaves of T. Clearly, 0 is not empty. For each 1~64, let 
V, be the set of all inputs x” E R” reaching 1. Clearly, V, are semi-algebraic sets, and S is 
the disjoint union of 6, IEB. By Theorem 2, 
R(S)= 1 R(v,). 
IeY 
(16) 
Let IEY. Then V, can be written in the form {x” 1fi(x")=O, . . . , f,(T)=O, 
g1(R)<O,... , g&Z) < 0}, where I + s G m, and fi, gj are polynomials of degree at most d. 
By Theorem 5, 
(17) 
From (16) and (17), we obtain 
Using the fact 3”2191, we obtain m~Ll,dlog2I1Z(S)I_ll2,dn_13,d. This proves 
Theorem 6. We obtain the corollary immediately by applying the theorem to 
SnS’. 0 
Remark. This generalizes Theorem 3.1 in [3] for linear decision trees (the case d = 1). 
Let cl = l/(2 log, 3), c2 = l/2, and c3 = (1 + 2 log, 3)/(2 log, 3). 
Theorem 7. Let S c R” be a semi-algebraic set. Then C(S) > cl log, I t(S)1 - c2n - c3. 
Corollary. For any semi-algebraic S, s’ E R”, C(S) 2 c1 log, I2(SnS')I - c2n - c3 - C(S’). 
Proof. As argued in the proof of the preceding theorem, we can assume without loss of 
generality that S # R”, 0. Let T be any algebraic computation tree which solves the 
membership problem for S. Let m denote the height of T. We will show m>, 
cllog2 lSVI-c2n-c3. 
Let 14 be the set of all YES leaves of T. Clearly, dp is not empty. For each 1~9, let 
6 be the set of all inputs XIE R” reaching 1. As shown in [l], V, can be expressed as the 
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projections of algebraic sets and thus are semi-algebraic sets. Since S is the disjoint 
union of all I$, ZE Y, we have by Theorem 2, 
acs>= c am. (18) 
rsa 
Let ZEY. We will prove that 
l~(v,)1<2*3”+“+‘. (19) 
LetuO=root,ul,..., u, = I be the sequence of nodes along the path < from the root to 1. 
Clearly, s Gm. Let ri, ill, be the set of arithmetic nodes along 5, and I’ = 
(091 , . . . , s - l> -I. Let Zi, ill, be the programming variables created at nodes Vi. For 
the rest of this section, we use the notation 2 to denote the Ill-component vector 
(zi I iEZ). 
We associate with each Ui, 0 <i <s- 1, a polynomial constraint in variables 
x1, x2, . . . ,x., Zj,EZ. To simplify notations, let us agree that, for Jo { 1,. . . , n}, the 
symbol z-j stands for Xi. 
Case A: icl’. If the branch taken from Vi to Vi+1 is labeled by z, rcli 0, where 
reli E { <, =, > }, then we associate with ui the inequality J(l, 3 reli 0, where fi is the 
linear polynomial Zj* 
Case B: iEZ. Suppose that the arithmetic assignment performed at Vi is ritZi* Then 
Zi is one of the following: zj+zk, zj-zk, zj * z&, Z j /Zk, ti+zk, ti-zk, ti * zky ti/zky where 
-n <j, k < i and ti is some nonzero real constant. It is also required that, if Ii is either 
zj/zk or ci/zk, then zk cannot be evaluated to 0 for any input reaching Vi. We associate 
with Vi the polynomial constraint fi(g, .?) = 0, where $ is defined as follows: 
(a) if Ii iS Zj Op zk with OpE{ i-, -, *}, then f;: k Zi-(Zj Op zk); 
(b) if Ii k zj/zk, then fi iS zizk-zj; 
(C) if Ii iS ti Op zk with OpE{ i-, -, *}, then fi iS Zi-(ti Op zk); 
(d) if Ii k ti/zk, then fi k zizk - tie 
Note that in all cases the degrees of fi are at most 2. 
For iEZ, let ai be the value assigned to Zi when the input is XE V,. Let A4 E R”+“’ 
be the set of all (n,a,(g)I igZ) with 2’~ V,. 
Fact 1. M can be described as the set of all (2, i)E [w”+I’I satisfying f;(x”,i)=O and 
fj(Z,i) relj 0 for iEZ, jEZ’. 
Fact 2. For each ieZ, ai is continuous over V,. 
Fact 1 is obvious from the definitions. Fact 2 can be obtained by a straightforward 
induction on i. (Actually, ai are rational functions, although we do not need this fact.) 
By Fact 1, M is defined by linear and quadratic constraints in ‘IV+“‘, with no more 
than ‘11’ strict inequalities. We have from Theorem 5 
If(M)I <2.3n+‘4+‘11’+2 
<2.3a+m+z (20) 
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Let $ : R”+lRl’l be the mapping Jl(Z) = (Ui(27) 1 i EI). Clearly, A4 = 
((%Il/(x”))l~~G}. N ow, M is semi-algebraic by Fact 1, and $ is continuous on V, by 
Fact 2. Thus tk is a semi-algebraic map, and by Theorem 4, we have 
a(v,)=Nt0 (21) 
From (20) and (21), we obtain (19). 
From (18) and (19), we obtain 
l~(S)192.3”+2m+2, 
from which we obtain immediately m>cr log, Ii(S)1 -c,n- c3. This proves The- 
orem 7. The corollary follows immediately. 0 
6. The k-equal problem 
In [3], it was shown that the “k-equal problem” has complexity tI(n log(2nlk)) in the 
linear decision tree model. We now apply Theorems 7 to determine its complexity in 
the algebraic computation tree model. 
Let V,,,k~ilV denote the set of all (x1,x2, . . . ,x.) such that xi, =xi2= ... =xik for 
some k distinct il, i2, . . . , ik. 
Theorem 8. Let 2 < k Gn. Then C( V,,J = O(n log(2n/k)). 
Proof. The proof follows the same outline as that for the linear decision trees in [3]. It 
was shown in [3] that there is a decision tree of height O(n log(2n/k)) using compari- 
sons of the form xi: x,. It follows that C( l&J < O(n log(2nlk)). 
For the lower bounds, for any 1~ k G m, let @,,k denote the set of all hyperplanes of 
the form {(x1,x2,...,x,,,)lx11= -.. =xiL}, where l<i,< .-. <&<m, and let K,,,+= 
n BEl,erB; clearly K,,t is just the set of all (x, x, . . . ,x). Let IY&,,~ be a hyperplane in R” 
defined by & aixi = 1, such that the translated hyperplane ‘& aixi = 0 contains Km,k but 
not any other nBe&3#Km,+ where a’~%?~,,; such H,,,, clearly exist. Let c,,~>O be 
a sufficiently large constant that H,,,k intersects every flaeeB#Km,k, where 
~‘C%¶,k, at least at some points inside the open cube (-c,,+ c#,,k)m. Let 
Wm,k=&u,kn(-&n,ks cm.1: )“. It was proved in [3] that, if 1~ k<n/2, there exists an 
m such that n-k+l<m<n and I~(v,,knw,,k)l~(m-l)!k-m-l-l. 
From the corollary to Theorem 7, we have 
C(V,,k)~c,log,Ia(vm,knWm,k)l-C2m-C3-C(Wn,k) 
~cllog,la(~,knW,,k)I-czm-c3-(6m+1) 
>cl log,((m- l)!k-“-‘)-(c2+6)m-c3-4 
kc1 log,(((m- l)/ke)m-1k-2)-(c,+6)m-c3-4 
aci(n--k)log,((n-k)/k)-(3c1+c2+6)n-c3-4. (22) 
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Now, C(V,,,)gC(V&)-4n, since we can convert an algebraic computation tree 
T for V,,, into one for V,,, by first computing in 4n instructions z = maxi < i<m 1 xi 1 and 
jz for all m + 1 <j Gn, and then use T with every occurrence of xj replaced by jz for 
m+ 1 <j Gn. Thus, (22) implies that there exists a constant O<E< 1 such that, for 
2<k,<en, C(?$J>R(nlog(2n/k)). 
It remains to show that the lower bound holds for k2.m. It is sufficient to prove 
that, in this case, C( &)aQ(n). We can assume that n>4/s. Let T be an algebraic 
computation tree for solving the membership roblem of V,,,. Assume that the height 
of T is less than (k- 1)/2. We will derive a contradiction. Consider the input I= 
(x1,xz,..., x,) with x1=x2= ... = xk = 0 and Xj =j for all other j. This input must 
reach a leaf t accepting the input. Since each arithmetic or branching instruction 
involves at most two variables, there must be some xi, 1 <i< k, not involved in any 
instruction along the path from the root to 1. If we change the input 2 by making xi = i, 
this new input must still reach 1. This is a contradiction, as the modified input is no 
longer in the set l& and should not be accepted. This proves that the height of the tree 
is at least (k- 1)/2, which is n(n). 0 
For dth degree algebraic trees, the situation is more complex. Let d 2 2 be fixed. It is 
clear that C,&&)<O((nlog(2n/k)). An argument similar to the one in the proof of 
Theorem 8 gives, for some 0 c E < 1, C,( &) 2 Q((n log(%n/k)) for 2 <k < n. However, it 
is no longer true that C,( l&) 2 Q(n) for all en < k < n. We show below that in fact the 
complexity can be improved to o(n) when k is close to n. 
For l<j<n and A~{1,2,..., n}, let 1(&A) denote the quadratic query COEA(xj - 
xJ2 : 0. Clearly, the answer is “ = ” if and only if all the x, for a E A have the common values 
Xi. Note that j may be in A. This type of queries can be useful in obtaining a better upper 
bound for the k-equal problem, as will be seen in the proof of Theorem 9 below. 
Before stating and proving the theorem, we derive a useful combinatorial result. Let 
n > 0 and 0 < m ,( n. An (n, m)-tree ( W, L,, w) is a triplet, where W is a nonempty rooted 
binary tree, L, E L with L being the set of leaves of W, and w is a mapping from L to 
the positive integers, in addition, the following conditions are satisfied: no two leaves 
in L-L, can be siblings, CleL. w(l)=n and 1 L,I =m. For each internal node u of W, let 
w(u) denote the sum of w(l) over all the descendent leaves 1 of u. We say that W is 
balanced, if w(u) is always equal to either r w(u)/2 1 or L w(u)/2 J, whenever u is a child of 
u. Let h(n, m) be the maximum number of leaves for any balanced (n, m)-tree. Clearly, 
h(n,O)= 1 for all n>O. 
Lemma 3. For all 1 <m < n, 
h(n, m) < m + log, 
Proof. Let h(n, m) be defined as - co if m > n. We prove Lemma 3 by induction on the 
values of t=n+m. If t=2, the lemma is true since n=m=l and h(l,l)=l. Let 
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n + m = t > 2, and assume that the lemma has been proved for all lesser values of t. 
Clearly, na2. Observe that the following is true: 
h(n,m)Gmax{h(rn/2J mr)+h(Ln/24 m-m,)~O~mI~m}. 
It is straightforward to verify that the lemma is true for the current (n,m), using the 
above inequality and the induction hypothesis. (7 
Theorem 9. Let d >, 2 be any jixed integer. For 2 < k Gn, 
cd(K,k)=o nlog k_ 1 n+(n-k) log ---& . 
Proof. For 2< k< 1+3n/4, the theorem is true since Cd(&)<Cr(l&)= 
O(n log(2n/k)). For k = n, Cd( I’&)= 1 since one query Z(l, A) is sufficient o determine 
the membership problem for I&, where A = {1,2, . . . , n}. The theorem is true 
in this case as n log(n/(k- 1))=8(1). Thus, we can assume that 1 + 3n/4< k Gn- 1. 
Clearly, there can be only one common value for any k identical elements (if they 
exist). 
The algorithm works in two phases. In the first phase, we find in O(n- k) 
linear queries a median element of {xi jl< i<2(n - k)+ l}; suppose it is xj. Note 
that if the input is in the set I&, then xj is equal to the common value of 
any k identical elements. In the second phase, we identify in groups elements 
which are equal to xi. At any time, we maintain a partition 9 of { 1,2, . . . , n> - ( j >, 
with each member of 9 colored in either red or green. If there are more than 
n-k red members, we halt immediately and declare that the input is not in V”,k. 
If the green members contain in total at least k- 1 integers in { 1,2, . . . , n}, 
we halt immediately and declare that the input in I&. Initially, we ask a 
query Z(j, A) where A = (1,2, . . . , n> - ( j>, and form the partition B=(A). Color 
A green if the answer to the query is “=“, and red otherwise. In a general 
step of the algorithm, choose any red member AE@ with IAl > 1, and write 
A=A1uAz with lArl=r IAl/ and (A,l=j_ IAl/ J; note that such A exists, as 
otherwise the algorithm should have halted. For each SE { 1,2), ask the query Z(j, A,); 
color A, green if the answer is “ = ” and red otherwise. Now, replace A by A1 and AZ in 
the partition 8. 
The execution of the algorithm for any input can be regarded as the generation of 
some balanced (n - 1, m)-tree. Starting from a single leaf of weight n - 1 colored either 
as green or red dependent on the query result, each step changes a red leaf into an 
internal node and attaches two children leaves endowed with almost equal weights 
and marked with the proper colors; note that at least one of the two children must 
acquire a red color. The algorithm halts when the current tree either has too many 
(2 n-k + 1) red leaves or the nonred leaves have too large (>, k - 1) a combined 
weight. 
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The above algorithm halts after a finite number of steps for any input, since the 
partition B gets refined at every step. To see that the algorithm gives the correct 
output, observe that each red member in B contains at least some i with xi #xi, and 
that each green member A satisfies the condition xi=Xj for all iEA, as can be easily 
verified by induction. Thus, when the algorithm halts, either there are more than n-k 
elements xi (with each red member A contributing at least one such i) not equal to xi, 
or there are at least k Xi with Xi =xj (with i contributed from all the green members). In 
either case, we have enough evidence to determine whether the input belongs to I&. 
It remains to show that the maximum number of steps taken for any input in phase 
2 is O((n - k)log(n/(n - k + 1))). Observe that the algorithm given has the property that 
it halts at the earlier possible time, in the sense that if it halted before making the final 
step, then the algorithm would give the wrong answer for some inputs. It follows that, 
for the purpose of bounding the maximum number of steps, we can assume that the 
inputs are restricted to points X in VnVk. For any such input, the partition B contains 
no more than n-k “red” members when the algorithm halts. The connection with 
balanced (n,m)-trees implies that the number of steps taken is no greater than 
h(n-l,m) for some O<m<n-k, and thus by Lemma 3, less than O(m+logz(~))= 
O((n-k)log(n/(n-k+ 1))). 
It would be of interest o determine whether the bound given in Theorem 9 is in fact 
also a lower bound. 
7. Concluding remarks 
One can augment he algebraic computation tree model, by allowing assignments 
of the form zcz’rlb for positive integers b < y, where y > 0 is some fixed integer, and z’ 
are either input variables Xj or previously computed programming variables. (This 
augmented model was employed in [l] as the algebraic computation tree model.) 
Theorem 7 remains true with constants ci now dependent also on the value y. The 
proof is an extension of the proof of Theorem 7, using zb-z’=O as the polynomial 
constraints for nodes with assignments ~cz’r/~. 
Many interesting questions remain to be answered. What can be said when the 
inputs are restricted to be integers? (Some restrictions on S have to be added in this 
case. See [8,12,26] for related work.) Can one obtain nontrivial lower bounds for 
problems other than the “k-equal problem” by estimating the Euler characteristics? 
(For example, consider the following decision problem: given n(n - 1)/2 real numbers 
x~,~ where 1~ i < j <n, decide whether there exist a size-k VC { 1,2, . . . , n} such that 
xI,] are identical for all i, js V.) We remark that the present approach does not give 
any strong lower bound to points collinearity. In general, for any set S E R” defined by 
m polynomial equalities and inequalities with degree less than k, the sum of the Betti 
numbers of S is no greater than (2 + km)(l + km)” by a theorem in [14]. If k is 
a constant and m is bounded by a polynomial of n, the lower bound derived on the 
complexity by the results in this paper cannot exceed cnlogn. 
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Appendix. A fact needed in Lemma 1 
In this appendix, we prove the following Fact which was used in the proof of Lemma 1. 
Fact. Let E G R’” be a bounded set semi-algebraically homeomorphic to an open j- 
dimensional simplex where j>O. Then 3E is the image of a continuous mappingfrom the 
(j - 1)-dimensional unit sphere. 
We introduce some notations. Let d(x, y) denote the Euclidean distance between 
any two points x, y in UP, and d(x, Y) =inf {d(x, y) 1 yg Y} for any YE R”. Let 5 : F-E 
be a semi-algebraic homeomorphism, where F E R” is an open j-dimensional simplex. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the origin of R” is in F. For any a > 0 
and L E R”, let aL = {ax 1 XEL}. Our goal is to show that there exists a continuous 
mapping from a(aF) onto 8E for some O<a< 1. This implies Fact, as a(8F) is 
homeomorphic to the ( j - l)-dimensional unit sphere. 
We first prove that 8E is a closed set. For any point SIZE or PE IP-,!?, it is easy to 
see that there exists an open neighborhood of p which is disjoint from 8E. This proves 
that the setUP-% = Eu(R”-E) is open, and hence i?E is a closed set. 
By the Triangulation Theorem, there exists a semi-algebraic triangulation (9, h) for 
E and aE, with B={D,IaeA), A?=U,,,h(D,), and 8E=U,,ch(D,J, where CrBcA. 
Thus, UmEBDOI is a simplicial complex, and since c?E is closed, h-‘(aE)= UaeC D, is 
closed and hence a subcomplex. 
Thus, E is a finite C W-complex, and 8E is a subcomplex of J?. It is well known ([25, 
p. 65, Theorem 2.191) that any subcomplex T of a finite C W-complex is a retract of 
some compact neighborhood of T in the CW-complex. Let +: Enw+E, where 
WC R” is an open set containing 8E, be the retraction as constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 2.19 in [25]. An examination of the construction in [25] shows that, for each 
ZE 8E, there exists a point u, E En3 W and a path P, in En W connecting z and u, such 
that I,+(v,) =z and Jl(v) = z for every point tr on the path. 
For each UE E, let t(v) be the unique O<I < 1 such that u~c(A8F). The mapping 
t : E+[O, l] is obviously continuous. Let z~8E. By standard continuity arguments, for 
each t(u,)<s< 1, there exists a point DE P, with t(u)=s. 
Let b=sup(t(u)l u~En(R”- IV)>. As En@!“- W)=lh(R”- W) is compact, there 
is a point u in the set achieving t(u)= b. This implies O< b< 1 since o is in E. 
Let a=(1 +b)/2, then b<a<l. Note that for every x~a8F, we have t(&))=a>b, 
and hence c(x)& R” - W, thus, r(x)E En W. Define a continuous mapping g : a8F4E 
by g(x)=$(M). 
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We can finish the proof of Fact by showing that g is an onto mapping. Let z&E. Let 
ueP, be such that t(u)=a. Then g(x)=z where x=5-‘(u)eadF. This completes the 
proof. 
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